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A quarterly macro-econometric model of Japan's postwar economy has been constructed
for the period 1954-1965 FY on the basis of standardized quarterly national income accounts.
The model is designed for facilitating short-term economic forecasting and formulating
adequate fiscal and monetary policy. Longer-term factors such as labor mobility, technical
progress, etc., were also considered in the model.
The model consists of fifty-three equations related to most of the macroeconomic variables
in both money and real terms, and the equations were estimated in principle by the limited
information maximum likelihood method. Principal exogenous variables related to policy
instruments are government expenditures including transfers, parameters of tax functions,
interest rate, and prices and fares controlled by the government, etc. In formulating the model,
non-linear specifications were used whenever found necessary.
Results of our testing on its predictive capability indicated fairly satisfactory performances
for our observation period and also for 1966 FY. Multipliers related to fiscal and monetary
policy were also obtained, indicating the dynamic characteristics of the Japanese economy,
in particular, represented by dynamic business fixed investment, as compared with corresponding multipliers of the U.S. models.
Although the model is exploratory and to serve as a core for a more disaggregated "Master
Model," the usefulness of the model for our purposes and the workability of our quarterly
national accounts data for model-building have been recognized. The quarterly data, however,
still remain to be improved especially in regard to consistency between income and expenditure
and integration with flow-of-funds accounts.

The rapid economic growth of the postwar Japan's economy has been accompanied by fairly unstable business fluctuations varying from 3 to 15 % in real
terms of GNP. The need to stabilire the economy with the aid of more appropriate government policies has increasingly been stressed by various circles.
Econometric research has also been dealing with this problem in recent years
with quarterly or semi-annual models based on national accounts and the
related statistical information [4, 91. A substantial revision of our national
accounts made in 1966 by the Economic Research Institute, Economic Planning
Agency (EPA), however, forced the research workers to discontinue their projects
on model-building based on the old data and to make a fresh start on this new
statistical series. They are superior to the old series in terms of international
comparability of concepts, consistency with interindustry tables and statistical
accuracy especially related to quarterly movement.
The quarterly model described in the present paper is one of those based
on these new data and is designed to serve as a "pilot model" for a more disaggregated "master model" with about a hundred equations. This quarterly
lThe authors are indebted to Professors T. Uchida and T. Watanabe for their valuable
comments, and to Miss E. Kawana for computer programming. The views expressed in this
paper are entirely personal and do not represent any view of the government.

model project has been under way since 1966 as a joint project of related studies
in the Economic Research Institute, EPA. Accordingly, the present paper is of
the nature of an interim report on our short-term econometric research project.
At the beginning, it will be convenient to summarize the features of the
present model, in comparison with other models of Japan.
I . The present modcl fully covers the quarterly national income accounts
of the EPA, consisting of six transaction accounts based on the UN-SNA
formula. All of our previous quarterly models, however, dealt only with expenditures and some price deflators, thus disregarding income distribution, taxes
and other transfers. The transactions are all seasonally adjusted at annual rates
in view of the convenience in short-term economic forecasting. The transactions
related to expenditures are expressed in terms of both current and constant prices,
while others are only in current prices, as in the case of the Medium-Term Model
of the EPA [I], the Osaka University quarterly model [4] and the several U.S.
quarterly models [2, 6, 7, 81.
2. The present model contains fifty-three equations, of which thirty are
identities. Thus, the size of the model is almost the same as that of the MediumTerm Model, while the disaggregation is now being done in the "master model",
especially for investment, consumption, prices and wage rates, etc.
3. As in the case of the Medium-Term Model, non-linear specifications
were used among endogenous variables whenever it was found necessary from
theoretical and statistical point of view. The block-wise iteration method was
employed to solve the entire system.
4. Although the present model is designed mostly for short-term management of aggregate demand through fiscal and monetary policy, efforts were also
made to incorporate longer-run factors such as labor mobility from agriculture
to industry, technical progress induced by fixed investment, rate of increase in
growth potential, etc.
5. Various tests and simulations were made on the predictive qualities and
workability OF the model for projection and policy formulation.

First it must be noted that the present model is rather exploratory and that
further modification will be made as our research progresses, though its fundamental structure will remain unchanged.
The equations of the model were estimated for the period 1954--1966
covering forty-eight quarters on the Japanese fiscal year basis2, i.e. from the
second quarter of 1954 through the first quarter of 1966.
The estimates were obtained in principle by the limited-information
maximum-likelihood (LT), but two-stage least-squares (TSLS) estimates were
used exceptionally in cases where the LT estimates were unstable due to multicollinearity3. Needless to say, for those equations explained only by exogenous and/
2The Japanese fiscal year relates to the twelve months from April to the following
March.
3Before estimating the structural parameters the equations were grouped into three
blocks: (1) expenditure and employment block, (2) price and wage block and (3) income
distribution block. Our simultaneous estimation of structural parameters was made separately
for each block in view of the large number of exogenous and predetermined variables.

or predetermined variables, ordinary least squares (OLS) were used to derite the
estimates.
For all structural equations indicated below, the numbers in parentheses
are the standard error estimate of the parameter estimates and R2 is the eoefficient of determination, S is the standard error estimate of the equation, and
d is the Durbin-Watson statistic.

A. Structural Eqtmtions
Methods of estin~ation
L1: Limited information maximum likelihood
TSLS: Two stage least squares
OLS : Ordinary lcast squares
(1) Private consumption expenditure (0T-S)

(2) Private housing investment (OLS)

(3) Gross fixed investment by private enterprises (OLS)

(4) Change in inventories of private enterprises (LT)

(5) Commodity exports (OLS)
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Note. All the variables are in percentages.

(13) Implicit deflator for private consumption expenditure (LI)

Note. The variables are in percentages.

(14) Implicit deflator for general government expenditure (TSLS)
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(18) Implicit deflator for inventories of private enterprises (OLS)

(19) Implicit deflator for exports of goods and services and factor income from
abroad (OLS)

Note. The variables are in percentages.

(20) Personal rental interest income (excluding dividends) (LI)

(21) Personal dividends (LI)

(22) Corporate income (OLS)

(23) Inventory valuation adjustment in private incorporated enterprises (OLS)
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Note. Only used for extrapolation and multiplier simulation, instead of
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B. List of Variables
A, : Inventory valuation adjustment in private incorporated enterprises, in
current thousand million yen
A,: Inventory valuation adjustment in government enterprises, in current
thousand million yen
A, : Inventory valuation adjustment in private enterprises, in current thousand
million yen
Ba: Current balance in international balance of payments, in current thousand
million yen
B, : Balance of saving and capital formation in private enterprises, in current
thousand million yen
B, : Balance of saving and capital formation in government, in current
thousand million yen
C : Private consumption expenditure, in 1960 thousand million yen
C, : General government consumption expenditure, in 1960 thousand
million yen
* D g : Capital consumption allowances in government enterprises, in current
thousand million yen
D, : Capital consumption allowances for private dwellings, in current thousand million yen
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Personal dividends, in current thousand million yen
Capital consumption allowances in private enterprises, in current
thousand million yen
Exports of goods and services and factor income from abroad, in 1960
thousand million yen
Commodity exports, in 1960 thousand million yen
Exports of services and factor income from abroad, in 1960 thousand
million yen
Index of total hours worked, 1960 = 100
Average interest rate on loans of all banks (interest rate per diem)
-, d o 0 (day)
Gross fixed investment by government, in 1960 thousand million yen
Private housing investment, in 1960 thousand million yen
Gross fixed investment by private enterprises, in 1960 thousand million
Yen
Change in inventories of government enterprises, in 1960 thousand
million yen
Change in inventories of private enterprises, in 1960 thousand million yen
Inventories of government enterprises, in 1960 thousand million yen
Inventories of private enterprises, in 1960 thousand million yen
Gross capital stock of private enterprises, in 1960 thousand million yen
Employment in million of persons
Stock of cash currency and short-term deposits in private corporate
enterprises, in current thousand million yen
Self-employed (including family workers), in millions of persons
Self-employed (including family workers) in agriculture and forestry
in millions of persons
Employees, in millions of persons
Imports of goods and services and factor income paid abroad, in 1960
thousand million yen
Commodity imports, in 1960 thousand million yen
Imports of services and factor income paid abroad, in 1960 thousand
million yen
Labor force, in millions of persons
Index of mining and manufacturing production, 1960 = 100
G N P implicit deflator, 1960 = 1.0
Implicit deflator for private consumption expenditure, 1960 = 1.0
Implicit deflator for general government consumption expenditure,
1960 = 1.0
Implicit deflator for exports of goods and services and factor income from
abroad, 1960 = 1.0
Export price index of manufactured goods of eleven leading industrial
countries, 1960 = 1.0
Implicit deflator for private housing investment, 1960 = 1.0
p,Kh: Net capital stock of private dwellings, in current thousand million yen
pi:
Implicit deflator for gross fixed investment by private enterprises,
1960 = 1.0
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pi&: Net capital stock of private enterprises, in current thousand million yen
Implicit deflator for gross fixed investment by government, 1960 = 1.0
Pig
Implicit
deflator for inventories of private enterprises, 1960 = 1.0
Pi:
*Pig: Implicit deflator for inventories of government enterprises, 1960 = 1.0
*P m : Implicit deflator for imports of goods and services and factor income
paid abroad, 1960 = 1.0
*PI,: Index of prices and charges government can control, 1960 = 1.0
*R: Replacement of fixed capital of private enterprises, in 1960 thousand
million yen
*s,: Current subsidies, in current thousand million yen
s, : Savings of private incorporated enterprises, in current thousand million
yen
S , : Saving of general government, in current thousand million yen
*Si: Contributions to social security, in current thousand million yen
Trend, 1952.2Q = 1
"t:
*Tax:Transfers from abroad to general government, in current thousand
million yen
*Tap
: Transfers from abroad to households and private non-profit institutions,
in current thousand million yen
T, : Direct taxes and charges on private corporations, in current thousand
million yen
"T,,: Transfers from general government to the rest of the world, in current
thousand million yen
*Tgp: Transfers from general government to households and private non-profit
institutions, in current thousand million yen
Ti: lndirect taxes, in current thousand million yen
Customs (including tonnage duty) ratio for imported commodities, in
='tic:
per cent
Tp: Direct taxes on households and private non-profit institutions, in current
thousand million yen
*Tp1
: Personal tax reduction accumulated since 1953, in current thousand
million yen
*Tpa
: Transfers from households and private non-profit institutions to the
rest of the world, in current thousand million yen
*T, : Exports from the non-Communist world to the total world, in 1960
thousand million U.S. dollars (deflated by total export price index)
U : Unemployment, in millions of persons
v: Gross national product, in 1960 thousand million yen
Wage income per employee, in current thousand yen
U' :
Y: National income, in current thousand million yen
Yc: Corporate income, in current thousand million yen
Yd: Personal disposable income, in current thousand million yen
* Yg: Surplus of government enterprises (less interest on the public debt),
in current thousand million yen
Yp: Personal income, in current thousand million yen
Yr: Personal rental and interest income (less interest on consumer's debt),
in current thousand million yen

Proprietor's income, in current thousand million yen
Compensation of employees, in current thousand million yen
Rate of depreciation for private fixed capital defined as Dp/(piKp)-,
Rate of depreciation for private dwellings, defined as Dh/(phKh)-I
Rate of direct taxes on households and private non-profit institutions,
defined as T,/Y,
Rate of direct taxes and charges on private corporations, defined as
TCI yc
Rate of indirect taxes (less current subsidies), defined as (Ti- S,)/pV
Statistical discrepancy, in current thousand million yen
Index of capacity utilization of manufacturing, 1960 = 100
Labor productivity
Note. 1. "*" indicates exogenous variable
2. All variables are seasonally adjusted and expressed in annual
rates.

C. Discussion of the equatiom
In the following we discuss briefly the nature of the principal equations.

Private consumption expenditure is made dependent on two different
income groups lagged by one quarter, i.e., (a) wages and salaries and (b) other
personal income with relatively low propensity to consume, and average consumption of the past four quarters. As regards personal tax and transfers,
different effects on consumption of these policy variables are also considered,
but obviously this treatment should be regarded as temporary. A more elaborate
distinction of these variables between wage and non-wage groups is to be made
as further detailed data become available.
The long-run marginal propensity to consume is about 0.96 for the wage
income group and 0.40 for the non-wage income group. In the past the average
propensity to consume out of the total disposable income has continued to be
stable, i.e., about 85 %, despite the rising share of the wage income group. This
clearly reflects the fact that the rising tendency of the propensity to consume
has been cancelled by the rapid growth of disposable income in real terms.

First, housing investment is explained by personal disposable income,
relative price and the investment in the previous quarter. The long-term elasticity,
after adjustment of the distributed lag, is 1.86 with respect to disposable income
and - 1.12 with respect to relative price, at the average level of each variable.
Our fixed business investment function is specified as an investment ratio
to the GNP. Needless to say, this function plays the most dynamic role in
analysing the Japanese economy, as will be seen later in our simulation analysis;
and the investment ratio changes widely from 11 to 22 % in real terms during the
past twelve years.

In specifying our theoretical formula, we first started from the following
capital demand function which is based on the familiar Cobb-Douglous production function ( V = AKaL1-a),as indicated in Equation 9, and profit-maximum
condition as a long-run equilibrium.

where V = GNP, K = capital stock, cc = relative factor share of capital,
r = price of capital service, p = price of output. This type of function can be
transformed and dynamized as below by incorporating the speed of adjustment
and replacement approximated by lagged stock-output ratio and supply conditions represented by availability of internal and external funds.
I
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where I = gross investment, P = profit, S = internal cash flow i.e. corporate
gross saving, i = interest rate. Needless to say, the first and second terms are
derived from equation (I), the third term represents depreciation and the speed
of adjustment in capital demand, the fourth term cash-flow effect, and the last
term external availability.
In our final version, Equation 3, the share of profit and the price of capital
service are approximated respectively by the share of corporate profit and the
price deflator for fixed business investment. The inclusion of the cash flow in our
function has two advantages. First, a policy effect of raising the depreciation
ratio as an incentive to investment can be explicitly taken into account, which
in turn tends to increase the replacement of fixed assets thus leading to a further
rise in investment. Second, the effect of corporate tax reduction can be properly
incorporated in our model without exaggerating the tax effect on investment.
Thus Equation 3 has four policy instruments directly related to investment:
corporate tax, depreciation, replacement and interest rate.
Inventory investment in Equation 4 is made dependent on seven explanatory
variables but the error is relatively high. As easily expected, the difficulties in
obtaining a good estimate of this function are largely due to the basic data,
especially in the case of quarterly series, speculative behaviors and other random
elements. The first two variables (K, and V -f- M) are of ordinary stock-adjustment type and the next two ( p , and Ec - Mc) are related to unexpected change in
inventories. Due to the high dependency on foreign trade in Japan, the impact
of the net increase in exports is negatively associated with the change in inventories. As financial variables affecting inventory investment, we included the
liquidity of corporate enterprises

and the rate of interest (i-,)
4Needless to say, Z/V
capital stock.

=

as a proxy of external funds availability. The

[K - (1 - r ) K - l ] / V , where r

=

replacement ratio to gross

elasticities with respect to these two variables are 0.66 and -3.78 respectively.
This lag structure implies that the effect of monetary policy is almost cancelled
in the first quarter by the unexpected change in inventories and then becomes
significant in the second quarter through the changes in the interest rate and
liquidity and that the effect of the latter tends to continue longer than that of the
former. The last explanatory variable, "statistical discrepancy" ( E ) , is added to
improve the fit of our function by associating the random fluctuations of the
data with a residual between the product and income accounts.
3. Foreign Trade
The estimation of the export function was started as a demand function
for Japanese exports but later it was modified by introducing a supply factor,
i.e., the inventory-output ratio. The low price elasticity no doubt reflects this
modification. Accordingly, an increase in exogenous expenditure reduces exports
through a fall of the inventory-output ratio so that resources are shifted from
exports to domestic uses. Our import function uses two policy variables, tariff
rate and interest rate, in addition to the ordinary explanation variables such as
industrial output, inventory investment and relative price. The import elasticities
are 1.07 with respect to output and 0.23 with respect to relative price.

The industrial production index (in Equation 7) is made dependent upon
four types of final demand, of which commodity exports have the highest
coefficient and those of investment are the next. These results are fairly consistent
with those of interindustry analysis. Our production function of the real GNP
(Equation 9) is of the usual Cobb-Douglous type with time trend and indicates
that the share of capital, after adjustment for capacity utilization and working
hours, is 0.53 and the rate of technical progress is about 4 % annually5. It is
noted that this function is used only for deriving the "production gap" as a
difference between actual and potential GNP; and the latter is estimated by
assuming a normal trend of working hours and capacity utilization. The potential
GNP thus obtained does not feed back into our entire system, unlike some other
quarterly models.
5. Factor Shares
Corporate profit is one of the most important and dynamic variables and
also serves as an appropriate indicator of business cycle. In Equation 22, we
explicitly specify this function instead of treating it as a residual between the
value of total output and the wage bill. In this latter treatment, various marginal
errors are likely to be accumulated in corporate profits and eventually to affect
fixed business investment. In our Equation 22 corporate profit is a function of
(a) the fixed investment ratio of the past two quarters (indicating embodied
5The gross capital stock data on a quarterly basis were estimated by the Economic
Research Institute on the basis of 1955 and 1960 National Wealth Censuses.
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technical progress), (b) the rate of increase in industrial output and the inventoryoutput ratio (reflecting market conditions), and (c) labor and capital cost,
approximated by the labor share and the interest rate. In view of its lower
statistical reliability, income of unincorporated business is treated as a residual.
Because of a lower marginal propensity to consume, thc errors of this income
group have little effect on other endogenous variables.
6. Employment and Wages
As regards employment in Equation 10, we started by specifying labor
demand for employees as a function of the output level and the wage rate. In
view of the imperfection of labor market which has especially been the case with
Japan, we modified our original version by adding a supply factor, total labor
force, to our equation. Unemployment in Equation 11 is regressed negatively on
labor demand approximated by total employees and positively on total labor
force and capacity utilization of Equation 8. This implies that the number of
self-employed and family workers are obtained as a residual, given the total
labor force as exogenous. This treatment reflects the existence of a certain
amount of hidden unemployment still prevailing in unincorporated business
in Japan and it also corresponds to the treatment of its factor share as a residual.
As regards wage rate, Equation 12 is almost a standard Phillips-type
function, except that it introduces labor mobility from agriculture to other
sectors as an additional explanatory variable. The implication of this variable
is that a fairly rapid migration from agriculture has contributed in the past to
check a further wage increase due to tightening labor market which is represented
by a falling trend of open unemployment. In other words, the wage level in our
model is affected in two ways: first through adjustment of open unemployment
and second through increased mobility in agricultural migration to other industries. Since the elasticity of wages with respect to this ratio of agricultural
employment is 0.33 and the ratio is at present about 25%, a policy toward
modernization of agriculture will considerably serve to lighten wage pressure
and the wage-cost spiral through increased labor mobility [lo].
7. Prices

Since most of our price equations are self-explanatory, we will only discuss
the important specifications on prices. First, an attempt was made to include
in our functions capacity utilization (KJV) in the past four to five quarters.
Short-run market conditions of output, represented by KJV, were also taken
into account in the equation of wholesale price (or inventory price deflator)
in Equation 18. This factor is also introduced indirectly in the consumer price
function of Equation 13. As regards cost, all equations are functions of wages
(w) or unit labor cost (wL/V). A special emphasis is given to export price in
regard to embodied technical progress, which is approximated by the rate of
fixed business investment four quarters before. Special consumer prices and fares
controlled by the government, such as prices of rice, liquors and tobacco, railway
fares, etc., are treated as exogenous and play an important role in our model as
a policy variable in determining price level.

TABLE 1

EXPost FORECAST
ERRORS,
IN TERMS
OF MEANABSOLUTE
ERRORAND STANDARD
SHORT-RUN
DEVIATION
AS PERCENT
OF MEANACTUAL

Mean Standard Mean Standard Mean Standard Mean Standard
Absolute Deviation Absolute Deviation Absolute Deviation Absolute Deviation
Error
(%)
Error
(%)
Error
(%)
Error
(%)
1Q
2Q
3Q
4Q
(1st year)
5Q
6Q
7Q
8Q
(2nd year)

21 5.6
198.3
180.6
188.3
(92.2)
232.0
248.4
259.1
258.5
(188.1)

1.8
1.7
1.6
1.5
(0.8)
1.8
2.0
1.9
1.8
(1.3)

198.7
196.8
193.4
188.7
(124.9)
220.3
249.7
266.4
277.9
(192.3)

1.8
1.7
1.7
1.6
(1.0)
1.8
2.0
2.0
2.0
(1.5)

63.4
70.5
77.2
80.4
(50.5)
84.9
94.9
100.4
102.3
(87.5)

1.0
1.1
1.2
1.2
(0.9)
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.5
(1.2)

78.8
70.5
75.6
75.4
(47.0)
83.2
84.1
90.3
102.9
(71.7)

3.9
3.3
3.5
3.2
(2.1)
3.6
3.7
4.0
4.3
(3.1)

Mean Standard Mean Standard Mean Standard Mean Standard
Absolute Deviation Absolute Deviation Absolute Deviation Absolute Deviation
Error
(%)
Error
(%)
Error
(%)
Error
(%)
1Q
2Q
3Q
4Q
(1st year)
5Q
6Q
7Q
8Q
(2nd year)

154.0
147.6
151.3
151.9
(81.2)
168.4
174.9
172.9
186.6
(115.1)

35.8
34.5
33.2
32.7
(17.4)
36.3
37.3
36.7
38.1
(23.0)

42.3
42.7
44.1
45.1
(31.0)
52.8
57.4
62.6
66.0
(46.2)

4.0
3.7
3.6
3.6
(2.6)
4.4
4.6
4.6
4.7
(3.4)

45.2
46.1
47.8
51.0
(31.9)
58.1
57.4
57.4
60.3
(38.1)

3.7
3.6
3.6
3.7
(2.3)
4.2
4.0
3.8
3.8
(2.6)

1.66
1.55
1.64
1.77
(0.97)
1.99
1.96
2.02
2.34
(1.60)

2.3
2.1
2.1
2.2
(1.4)
2.6
2.6
2.5
2.7
(1.8)

Mean Standard Mean Standard Mean Standard Mean Standard
Absolute Deviation Absolute Deviation Absolute Deviation Absolute Deviation
Error
(%)
Error
(%)
Error
(%)
Error
(%)
1Q
2Q
3Q
4Q
(1st year)
5Q
6Q
7Q
8Q
(2nd year)

0.76
0.95
1.02
1.07
(0.75)
1.24
1.31
1.35
1.39
(1.07)

1.0
1.2
1.3
1.3
(0.9)
1.4
1.6
I .6
1.5
(1.3)

0.79
1.05
1.12
1.12
(0.70)
1.13
1.22
1.31
1.32
(0.99)

1.0
1.3
1.3
1.3
(0.9)
1.4
1.6
1.6
1.6
(1.2)

3.84
3.73
3.60
3.78
(2.01)
4.13
4.19
4.87
5.14
(3.08)

1.8
1.7
1.6
1.7
(0.9)
1.7
1.7
1.8
1.9
(1.2)

0.12
0.10
0.10
0.10
(0.06)
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
(0.06)

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.6
(0.4)
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
(0.3)

Note: For GNP and its components, the figures are in billion yen; for p, p, and 0 in
terms of index numbers (I960 = 100); for w (wage rate) in thousand yen; and for L w in million
persons.
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A. Short-run ex post forecast
In order to test the predictive ability of our model, we first started with
short-run expost forecasts for two years. The test was done as usually by solving
our entire equation system for each successive quarter on the basis of initial
values and exogenous variables for eight quarters. All lagged endogenous
variables were those derived from the model rather than actual values. Since
we are interested in its pure predictive nature, no adjustment was made for
the constant terms of our equations in connection with serial correlations or
deviation from initial values. In estimating the errors of our ex post projection,
we made forty cases of this 8-quarter simulation over our observation period,
as done by Klein and Evans with their Wharton-EFU model [7].
Major results of our test are shown in Table 1, in which most of the errors
tend to increase as the model estimates for a longer period. This is obviously
due to the increasing tendency of serial correlation, but the extent of such
accumulated errors appears to be not so serious as usually expected. The errors
of current and real GNP are mostly 1.5 to 2 % over the period, those of other
variables also being under 5 % in most cases. The lowest percentage errors are
those for private consumption. However, the errors for the change in inventories
are exceptionally high, reflecting its dynamic nature and the weakness of the
statistical data.
As regards annual average, most of the errors indicate smaller values
because of cancellation of the quarterly errors. The errors of GNP are only
0.8 and 1.3 % in current prices for the first and the second years respectively,
while those in constant prices were also 1.0 and 1.5 % respectively. This probably
indicates the advantage of using our quarterly model for short-run annual
forecasting rather than ordinary annual models.
In Table 2, the performance of our model is compared in terms of standard
deviation as percent of mean actual with that of a U.S. model, i.e. Wharton-EFU
quarterly model with seventy-six equations based on sample period, 1948.11964.4. Needless to say qualifications are needed in comparing the two models
especially in regard to differences in economic structure, rate of economic growth
and fluctuation as well as those in specification of the models. The table indicates that except for the first quarter the G N P errors of our model are smaller
than those of the U.S., in both constant and current prices. Generally, the U.S.
model indicates a more rapidly increasing tendency of errors as they become
more distant from the starting period. As regards GNP components, most of the
errors of the Japanese model are again smaller in percentage than those of the
U.S. model. For exports, however, the U.S. errors are smaller for the first three
quarters and for consumption the differences between the two are negligible.
The errors of GNP deflator and disposable income, on the other hand, are much
smaller in the U.S. model. The larger errors of the price deflator of the Japanese
model seem to reflect a wider use of distributed lag, which probably needs to be
improved.
In most cases the ex post projections of the turning point of the business
cycle with our model were not unsatisfactory. In Chart 1 we indicate six cases of
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ex post forecasts covering our entire period in successive order. Here, each forecast covers eight quarters. Out of seven turning points (i.e. four upturns and three
downturns), six turning points (three upturns and three downturns) were
projected by our model in the neighborhood of the actual turning points in
terms of GNP. A failure in timing occurred in the upturn in 1965. This is mostly
due to errors in inventory investment and exports. Thus the recession in this year
was somewhat underestimated in terms of its length. However, if business
fixed investment is taken as a measure of the turning point, all turning points
are closeIy followed. Though to a lesser extent, our estimates of inventory
investment also follow the business fluctuations fairly closely except for the
upturn in 1965.
TABLE 2
COMPARISON
OF SHORT
RUN EXPost FORECAST
ERRORS
BETWEEN
EPA SHORT-TERM
MODELAND WHARTON-EFU
MODEL,IN TERMS
OF STANDARD
ERROR
AS PERCENT
OF
MEANACTUAL

EPA

WhartonWhartonWhartonWhartonWhartonEFU
EPA
EFU
EPA
EFU
EPA
EFU
EPA
EPU

PeE

Yd

~rnM

-

WhartonWhartonWhartonWhartonEFU
EPA
EFU
EPA
EFU
EPA
EFU
EPA
4.6
4.3
4.2
4.1
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8

3.7
3.9
4.1
4.5
4.8
5.0
5.3
5.6

3.8
3.6
3.6
3.7
4.2
4.0
3.7
3.8

3.9
4.0
4.0
4.1
4.4
4.3
4.2
4.0

2.1
2.1
2.0
1.9
2.1
2.2
2.1
2.0

1.1
1.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.1

1O
.
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.6
1.6
1.5

In general, the turning points were better projected, as usually expected,
by a shorter-run simulation, such as two or three quarters before the actual
turning points. Since the projections described so far are purely ex post ones and
there were no adjustments of constant terms, it is clear that analysis of serial
correlation and initial values and the resultant adjustments of the constant
terms could give a still closer projection as far as the model is estimated properly.
In view of the short-run performance of our model described above we can

tentatively conclude that the model is fairly workable for the short-run e x ante
forecasts as well, especially for the annual estimation.
B. Long-run e x post forecast
I t is also interesting to examine the long-run performance of our model for
analytical and policy uses. To test our model for this end, we simulated it over a
long stretch of the sample period, i.e. forty-eight quarters from 1954.2 through
1966.1, thus covering three and a half cycles. As in the case of the short-run e x
post forecasts, all lagged endogenous variables were obtained by the model
rather than actual values.
Our result is shown in Table 3A and Chart 2. Undoubtedly the errors of this
long-run simulation are larger than those of short-run simulation described
earlier, but the differences are not so great as usually expected. If these quarterly
errors are aggregated into annual errors, as indicated in Table 3B, we cannot
find any significant differences between the long-run forecasts and the short-run
forecasts given in Table 1. This would imply that accumulated forecasting errors
in our model do not tend to rise seriously even during a long period. In other
words the model can be used to some extent for medium-term e x ante forecasting
as well
As regards the business-cycle turning point, our chart indicates that the
1954 and 1958 recessions are well picked out by the model, but the 1962 and
1964-1965 recession are depicted less accurately, in particular for the upturn.
This tendency of the model is more or less similar to the earlier case of the shortrun simulations. There is a slight long-run bias in recent years as indicated in
the average error in Table 3A which is largely due to the bias of business fixed
investment. As for GNP components, change in inventories again shows the
highest percentage errors, accounting for rather insensitive decline in inventories
in 1962, whereas consumption has the lowest percentage errors.
In Table 4 the errors of our model are compared with the two U.S. quarterly
models, Wharton-EFU Model and Brookings Model. The latter model has
177 equations and is estimated for the period 1948-1960. Although qualifications
are also needed similar to Table 2, the errors of leading variables in our model
are a little smaller than those in the U.S. models except for business fixed investment and disposable income.
IV. FORECAST
FOR 1966 F'd

AND

1967 FY

A. Forecast for 1966 F Y
After testing our model for short- and long-run e x post forecasts, we extrapolated the model beyond our sample period for e x ante forecasts for the fiscal
years (FY) of 1966 and 1967. The forecast for 1966 FY, however, is not a genuine
ex anle forecast, since all the exogenous variables except those for the first quarter
of 1967 are already known. Thus it should be regarded as a test of the model's
performance for short-run forecasting beyond sample period.
Unlike our expost forecasts described before, we made slight adjustments of
our constant terms in view of the existence of serial correlation, deviation of initial
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Chart 1. Short-Run Ex Post Forecast
for Testing Turning Point
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TABLE 3

LONG-RUN
EX Post FORECAST,
1954.24-1966.1Q
A. Quarterly Estimates

1. Mean absolute error (%)
2. Standard deviationa
3. Average errorb

2.0
480.9
-64.7

1.6
349.3
-88.2

h)

w

0.9
106.5
-42.5

7.7
283.8
-52.2

43.7
212.0
-17.1

2.9
81.7
0.9

4.3
83.1
- 10.9

1.2
1.41
0.30

1.0
1.45
0.55

1.7
6.80
-0.04

3.4
3.79
- 0.80

2.3
53.5

3.4
62.4

0.9
1.10

0.9
1.15

1.5
5.46

2.7
3.15

B. Annual Estimates

4

1. Mean absolute error (%)
2. Standard deviationu

1.6
415.3

1.3
269.8

0.7
85.8

7.3
263.4

30.7
142.5

"For GNP and its components, the figures are in billion yen; forp, p, and 0 in terms of index numbers (1960
sand yen.
1

.

T

Average error = - B (X+actual-Xtpred.1.
T t=1

=

100); and for w (wage rate) in thou-

values, unusual factors, etc. The results of this forecast given in Table 4 indicate a
fairly satisfactory performance of our model. The industrial production index (0),
the quickest and the most widely used indicator of business conditions, was
estimated almost exactly except for the fourth quarter of 1966. The actual values
for GNP and its components are all preliminary figures that are subject to further
revisions. Thus the comparison between actual and predicted values of the GNP
should also be regarded as rather tentative. Generally there is a slight underestimation for the third quarter and some overestimation for the fourth quarter,
which reflects mostly the errors in both fixed and inventory investment. Consumption, on the other hand, was predicted with a small margin of error. For price
deflators and wage rate, the model also indicates a fairly good performance.
TABLE 4
LONG-RUNEx Post FORECAST
ERRORS
(Mean absolute percentage error)

EPA

WhartonEFU

Brookings

Note: Mean absolute percentage error =

B. Forecast for 1967 FY
A genuine ex ante forecast was made for 1967 FY on the basis of two alternative exogenous variables. Our Simulation A assumes a constant level in
interest rate, while Simulation B assumes its rise reflecting a more restrictive
monetary policy in response to a rising trend of business investment.
This time we started our simulation from the first quarter of 1967. As shown
in Table 5, both simulations indicate a high rate of economic growth, with continuous rising trend of business fixed investment and consumption. However,
the inventory accumulation reaches its peak in the third quarter of 1967 and
starts to decline gradually afterward. The rate of increase in fixed business investment also indicates a leveling-off in the second half of I967 FY. The rate of
increase in exports also declines substantially due to the change in world trade
and that for government investment slightly falls in real terms as compared
with the previous year. The price level continues to rise almost at the same pace,
whereas the wage rate increases a little faster, reflecting a rapid increase in corporate profits and a rising tendency of consumer prices. As regards the balance of
payments, a substantial surplus in 1967 has declined about thirty percent, but

there still remains a certain amount of surplus on current account. Finally, the
production gap, defined as a difference between actual and potential real GNP
derived from our production function of Equation 9, tends to be narrowed as the
economy continues a rapid expansion in both simulations.
TABLE 5

FORECAST
FOR 1966 F.Y.
1966
2Q

(bil. yen)
C
(bil. yen)

3Q

4Q

1967
-1Q

1966 F.Y.

Rate of
increase

%

Ac
p,
Ac
p,

IP

(bil. yen)

Ac

p,
A,

JP

(bil. yen)
E
(bil. yen)
M
(bil. yen)

Pr

Ac

p,
Ac

P,

PV
(bil. yen)

Ac

y c

P7

(bil. yen)
P
(1960 = 100)

Ac

PI
A,

w
Pr
(thousand yen) A,

Note: P,

=

Predicted value, A,

=

Actual figure (preliminary estimate).

The difference between our Simulations A and B reflects purely the difference
in monetary policy. Thus Simulation B indicates a slightly lower rate of economic
growth especially in inventory investment and fixed business investment mostly
after the latter half of 1967 FY. A larger amount of surplus in the current account
of the balance of payments no doubt reflects the effect of this monetary policy.
A rapid and continuous expansion of industrial output is also affected after the
fourth quarter of 1967. Similarly, the levelling off of economic expansion causes
a larger deficit in the fiscal budget and a wider production gap, while the price
levels are hardly affected by this policy measure.

In order to analyze the dynamic properties of our model and to measure
the effects of exogenous variables for policy-making, we calculated several

types of multipliers for the twenty-four-quarter period, 1966-1971 FY. For the
most important exogenous variables we also calculated long-run multipliers for
1966-1988 FY.
TABLE 6
FORECAST
FOR 1967 FY

1967
1Q

0
(1960

v

=

2Q

1968
3Q

4Q

1Q

1967 F.Y. Rate of
increase

%

100)

(bil. yen)
C
(bil. yen)
C,
(bil. yen)
I,
(bil. yen)
I,
(bil. yen)
JP

(bil. yen)

E
(bil. yen)
M
(bil. yen)
PV
(bil. yen)
y c

(bil. yen)
P
(1960 = 100)
PC
(1960 = 100)
W

(thousand yen)
B,
(bil. yen)
Ba
(bil. yen)
Production gap
(bil. yen)
Note: The rate of interest assumed in A and B are as below.

Since our model, being non-linear, can give different multipliers depending
on the level of capacity utilization and unemployment, we first calculated "a
standard simulation" or "control solution" mostly based on the exogenous
variables used for our five-year econonlic plan 1966-1971 FY. The multiplier

effects were then calculated by assuming a sustained unit increase in the exogenous
variables in current prices over the simulation period. Since detailed discussion
of the multipliers would take considerable space, we shall confine ourselves only
to the principal features of our multipliers.
As indicated in Table 7A, the multiplier of government investment, defined
as the ratio of the increased expenditure in current prices to the increased G N P
in 1960 prices, is 1.08 for the first quarter and then rises gradually up to 2.96
in the eighth quarter, and dcclines afterwards. On an annual basis, the first
year multiplier is 1.68, the second 2.84 and the third 2.62. If these multipliers are
expressed in terms of the G N P in current prices, they are raised to 2.17, 4.27 and
5.01 for each year. As regards components of the GNP, the rise in inventories
is the most responsive to the rise in the multiplier for the first and the second
quarters; gradually it is replaced by the fixed business investment, which reaches
its peak in the ninth quarter and starts to fall gradually. Private consumption,
on the other hand, starts rising slowly from the second quarter but continues
to rise steadily up to the eleventh quarter. Housing investment takes a time path
similar to that of fixed business investment, not due to a kind of stock-adjustment mechanism but rather to an increase in the relative price of housing
construction. Exports first decline by 0.07 and then recover, continuing to rise
over our simulation period. This reflects a shift from an excess demand for the
first nine quarters due to the rise in government investment to an excess supply,
i.e., an export drive, for the rest of our period. A similar tendency can also be
observed for imports which rise rapidly in the first quarter in response to the
excess demand and then follow a similar time path to the real GNP. Thus, the
time path of our multiplier mentioned before is a joint effcct of the different
time patterns of these G N P components.
For the first year, about two-thirds of the multiplier value is accounted for by
inventory investment and business fixed investment and the risc in the private
consumption and others is offset by the increase in the foreign trade deficit which
amounts to about twenty percent of the multiplier value. The further increase
in the multiplier value for the second year is mostly due to the rise in consunlption
and fixed business investment, whereas the share of inventory investment declines
substantially. In the third year the share of both fixed and inventory investment
declines while those of consumption and housing investment continue to increase.
What would then be the long-run time path and the features of the Japanese
multipliers? Our Table 8 indicates this time pattern for the period 1966-1988.
There is a marked long-run, but damping, cycle of about nine years, which is
mostly generated by our fixed investment function. Our long-run equilibrium
value in this table seems to be about 1.8 to 2.0 in real terms which will converge
eventually after more than 25 years. A result of con~parisonof this with the U.S.
value in the table seems to suggest an interesting, salient feature of our multiplier
distinctive to the Japanese economy. Although qualifications are needed as to
the differences in specification of the models6, and economic institutions [3],
If the interest rate (i) is treated as an endogenous variable and monetary feedbacks are
explicitly taken into account, our multiplier valuc will no doubt be reduced. Similarly, treatment of labor supply as endogenous will also reduce the value. A low multiplier value of the
Osaka model is due partly to its inclusion of the interest rate as endogenous [5].

TABLE 7

MULTIPLIERS
FOR MAJOREXOGENOUS
VARIABLES
1966-1971 FY
A. Government Investment (100 billion yen increase in current prices)

Note: (1)-(7) 1.0 billion yen in 1960 prices.
(8), (ll), (12) 1.0 billion yen in current prices.
(9) 1960 = 100.
(10) Thousand yen in current prices.

B. Transfer Payments (100 billion yen increase in current prices)

Note: (1)-(7) 1.0 billion yen in 1960 prices.
(8), (ll), (12) 1.0 billion yen in current prices.
(9) 1960 = 100.
(10) 1.0 thousand yen in current prices.

C . Interest Rate on Loans of All Banks (0.365 % decrease)

Note: (1)-(7) 1.0 billion yen in 1960 prices.
(8), (Il), (12) 1.0 billion yen in current prices.
(9) 1960 = 100.
(10) Thousand yen in current prices.

it can safely be stated that the faster economic expansion accompanied by higher
rate of capacity utilization, keener competition and stronger factor-substitution
in Japan are likely to cause a shorter adjustment of actual to desired capacity
output, thus giving a highly dynamic and fluctuating propensity to invest and a
long-run swing of output and investment. The length of time needed for the
convergence of our multiplier seems to be about thirty years while in the U.S.
it is only 5 to 10 years, although the long-run equilibrium values do not differ
very much. It should also be noted that this "Jugler" type investment cycle in
Japan would have become more unstable had it not been for the higher leakage
TABLE 8

Wharton-EFU Model
(1966-1975)

EPA Model (1 966-1988 FY)
Year

v

C

I,

JP

v

I,

associated with her higher marginal propensity to save and higher marginal
propensity to import. In summing up, we can roughly say that the Japanese
multiplier is more investment-oriented and dynamic while the U.S.'s is more
consumption-oriented and stable. This more dynamic response of our multiplier
to the exogenous stimuli suggests, on the other hand, the need for stronger
policy measures to counteract wider business fluctuation and instability, which
is discussed later.
As regards to other fiscal policy measures, the multiplier of transfer payments
is shown in Table 7B. As expected, the multiplier value is much smaller than that
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of government investment in the first year, but becomes almost at the same level
in second year and surpasses the government investment multiplier in the third
year. This clearly reflects a slow but continuous rise in consumption over the
first four years, though it tends to decline slowly afterwards. We also note that
the share of fixed investment is again larger than in the U.S. case for the earlier
period. As easily expected from the specification of our consumption function
the multiplier of personal tax reduction has a slightly smaller value, though it
follows a time pattern similar to transfer payments.
Lastly we shall discuss the multiplier of monetary policy, which is approximated by interest rate on loans of all banks. Over the past period, changes in the
interest rate have freqraently been made by the central bank, mostly through its
discount rate and control of money stock, to counteract the wide fluctuations
of business fixed investment and the international balance of payments. Table 7C
indicates a fairly sensitive response to the change in monetary condition, which
is explained largely by the traditional heavy reliance of Japanese firms on
external funds associated with the high ratio of business fixed investment to
corporate profits and a rapid increase in aggregate demand. As shown in the
table, the rise in the interest rate affects business fixed investment, inventory
investment and the balance of payments through an increase in imports in the
first quarter. This quick response of fixed investment to changes in the interest
rate and the gradual rise over time up to the eighth quarter will reflect behavioral
and institutional characteristics of our fixed investment. The elasticity of the
real GNP with respect to the interest rate is about -0.35 for the first year
according to this simulation. From the view point of monetary policy it should
also be noted that the effect is higher in the second than in the first year as in the
case of other multipliers. A similar tendency is also found in the U.S. model for
monetary policy, though in a much smaller degree [7]. Thus a recession of our
economy experienced in 1964-1965 can be explained largely by this time lag
of monetary and fiscal policy. A tight money policy, starting in early 1964,
continued for one year, and brought about a stronger contracting effect in 1965
than in the previous year. Since fiscal policy in 1964-1965 was not fully prepared
for this, governnlent expenditure was not sufficient to cause the economy to
recover to the normal output level by the end of 1965. Thus, our simulation
analysis suggests the importance of intertemporal consideration of monetary
and fiscal policy in particular for a rapidly growing economy with fairly sensitive
business investment.

VI. DATAPROBLEMS
As noted in the preceding sections, our quarterly model has encountered
many difficulties in the statistical data.
First it must be noted that the "statistical discrepancy", obtained as residual
between the income and expenditure accounts, tends to be greater on the quarterly
basis than on the annual basis. The quarterly errors are usually about 1.7%
of the GNP in mean absolute, while the annual ones are only 0.6%. These
errors represent various elements, but the most significant are those due to
change in inventories, difference between cash and accrual basis of government

expenditure, and sampling errors in particular of small business and farmers'
income. As noted earlier, we used this discrepancy as one of the explanatory
variables in the inventory investment function in view of its strong association
with the data errors in inventory statistics. Needless to say this treatment
to prevent exaggerated influence of inventory change on other variables will
have to be replaced by the use of a more reliable statistical estimate of this
item.
Second, the quarterly G h E needs to be checked against an alternative
estimate obtained from value added data. This estimation is now being studied
by the Economic Research Institute, EPA. The results will greatly serve not
only as an alternative estimate for total output but also for improvement of the
present GNE estimates, especially for eliminating volatile fluctuations of inventories due to data errors.
Lastly, in our experience with model-building, the inventory valuation
adjustment was found to be rather inappropriate especially in explaining the
changes in corporate profit itself or fixed business investment correlated with the
profit. The adjustment is certainly useful for estimating inventory change, but
for other purposes it mostly tends to obscure actual business behavior and to
miss a critical turning point of the business cycle.

VII. CONCLUDING
REMARKS
Our experiment in model-building and its use for short-run quarterly
forecasting, described so far, seems to indicate the usefulness of our new quarterly
national income accounts for projection and policy-making, despite certain
weaknesses inherent in the quarterly accounts. It has been emphasized that the
usef~tlnessof these accounts especially for fiscal and monetary policy is enhanced
when they are employed for econometric model-building together with other
related data. As concluding remarks, we shall make in the following a few comments on the relationship between these accounts and other types of accounts
for short-run forecasting.
First, as to the information on the detailed industrial breakdown of total
output, our national accounts model can serve as a macro-economic basis for
these analyses. The input-output model developed by the Planning Bureau of
the EPA is already available for annual forecasting on a calender year basis
regarding output and imports at the 60-sector level and employment, investment
and capital stock at the 20-sector level. Once the aggregate iinal demand and its
components are estimated by our quarterly model, the input-output model can
break them down into further details, which can also serve as quite useful information for business planning and market research. In view of the highly dynamic
nature of our business fixed investments, such an integrated use of the aggregate
and sectoral models will help business to lighten the future risk, thus stabilizing
the economy in line with our fast growing production potential.
For financial variables, the weakness of our model reflects largely the present
position of our flow-of-funds accounts. The accounts have not yet been fully
integrated with our national income accounts either statistically or conceptually,
though the former are also available on quarterly basis. Thus it seems a little

premature to have a completely integrated econometric model including both
types of accounts.
As mentioned earlier, our present model is designed as a pilot for a more
detailed master model. In the latter model, major emphasis is now being placed
on the link between the government and monetary sectors to include more
explicitly the interaction between fiscal and monetary policy. Financial variables
are also being estimated partly by employing the flow-of-funds accounts. As
noted before, variables on wages and prices are to be disaggregated further in
line with the break-down of consumption, exports and imports, etc. This block
of wage and prices in the master model will be very useful in formulating mediumterm structural policy dealing with specific sectorial prices, employment, productivity, etc.
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Un modtle macro-tconomttrique trimestriel de I'Bconoinie japonaise de I'aprks-guerre a kt15
construit pour la ptriode comprenant les annBes fiscales 1954 B 1965 sur la base de comptes
triinestriels standardists du revenu national. Le modtle est conqu de manitre B faciliter la
prCvision tconomique B court terme et B permettre la formulation de politiques monBtaires et
fiscales adtquates. Des facteurs B plus long terme tels que la mobiliti: des travailleurs, le progrts
technique, etc., ont tgalement 6tB pris en considtration.
Le modtle consiste en cinquante trois Bquations relikes B la plupart des variables macrotconomiques, aussi bien en termes monktaires qu'en termes r k l s ; en principe, les Bquations
ont eti: estimBes par la mtthode de la plus grande vraisemblance sur I'information minimale.
Les principales variables exogtnes likes a des instruments de politique tconomique sont les
dtpenses gouvernementales (transferts compris), des paramttres de fonctions d'imposition, le
taux d'inti:rtt, les prix et tarifs contr6lts par I'autoritB gouvernementale. etc. Dans la formulation du modtle, des relations non-lintaires ont &ti:introduites chaque fois que cela est apparu
indispensable.

La capacitt de prtvision du modtle a CtC soumise & un test dont les rtsultats se sont avCrks
Ctre satisfaisants pour la pCriode considtrte ainsi que pour l'annee fiscale 1966. Des rnultiplicateurs reliCs aux politiques monttaires el fiscales ont tgalement kt6 obtenus, et indiquent
les caracttristiques dynamiques de l'tconomie japonaise, reprtsentkes en particulier par
l'investissement dynamique fixe des entreprises, en comparaison avec les multiplicateurs
correspondants des modtles americains.
Bien que ce n1odi.k soit exploratoire et soit sense servir de coeur i un << Mod& Patron D
moins aggregatif, son utilitt pour nos propos a kt6 reconnue, ainsi que celle des donnkes trimestrielles de notre comptabilitk nationale pour la construction de modtles. Cependant, ces
donnCes trimestrielles doivent encore Ctre ameliortes, particulitrement en ce qui concerne
I'accord entre le revenu et la dCpense et l'inttgration avec les comptes de flux des fonds.

